The nonleptonic decay of charmed states is studied by means of renormalization-group techniques in a class of asymptotically free models. An SU(3) sextet rule is shown to result. The enhanced piece of the Hamiltonian belongs to a 20-dimensional representation of SU (4), which distinguishes the renormalization-group approach from some alternate octet-enhancement schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION The recent discovery of $(3105) at SLAC and BNL has promoted renewed interest in the possible existence of a charmed partner -6"-for the conventional quark triplet - O', X, A. . ' In this picture the fundamental symmetry is SU(4) and the pseudoscalar and vector mesons constitute a pentadecuplet. The SU(3) decomposition of this representation is 15 =8+ 3+3+1, so that in addition to the usual octet (nonet) there are predicted to exist a charmed triplet and antitriplet for both 0 and 1 states. Nonleptonic weak decay will presumably be the dominant decay channel for these states and it is our purpose here to study such processes.
II. ENHANCEMENT 
Here ( 
To lowest order in g' both H+ and H are renormalized multiplicatively and
Then using p, = 1 GeV, M~= 100 GeV, g'/4s =1 we 
The SU(3) consequences are more interesting. 
and between strangeness conserving and nonconserving decays, e. g.
In the SU (3) 
Finally, for completeness, we consider the hS = -b.C channels, although these are suppressed with respect to AS=6, C decays by a factor of tan'8-4« 
In an SU(3) picture the enhanced (suppressed) operator belongs to the representation 6+6 (15+T5) so that we predict a sextet rule, which gives the above predictions plus an additional relation between the Kg and Km decay schemes
and among these and the other charm nonconserving modes, e.g.
is a member of a 20 dimensional representation of SU (4) 
